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Course details 
Instructor: Matthias Schwarzkopf

More information is provided on the webpage:  
https://imprs-gbgc.de/index.php/Courses/CareerPlanning2019


8 out of 14 participants filled in the survey by May 28, 2019.

Survey results 
Did the goals and the structure of the course matched well with the course description?


• 6x yes 
• …, they did. Nevertheless, I expected it would be a little bit broader regarding the 

content.  
• …, they described what apparently takes to have a research career in Germany  

• absolutely yes  
• This might have been my mistake but I thought that the course was going to be about all 

sorts of careers in Germany, but it was just about becoming a professor in Germany. In 
the end, it was very informative for this, but I was a bit blindsided in the beginning.  

To which extend has the course improved/clarified your general notion of career 
planning for scientists?


• It clarified my notion what is really possible.  
• very much  
• My understanding of career planning is extended mostly about that in Germany only. But 

that is what I was expecting to know.  
• I'm not sure if the knowledge that I got on the German system is biased or not. It did 

clarify several basic notions  
• It clarified many things  
• It very much clarified how to be a professor in Germany and what to look for in a PostDoc 

supervisor.  
• It was very structured course in which I could get a general impression of the german 

academic system.  
• It gives good general description of the career planning  

https://intra2.bgc-jena.mpg.de/domains/imprs-gbgc.de/index.php/Courses/CareerPlanning2019
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Do you think the workshop was helpful for your skills? Would you recommend this 
course to others?


• 4x yes 
• … it was quite helpful and I would recommend it.  
• … indeed, the workshop provides many useful information/advice/requirements to 

fulfil my understanding of what needed to build a career in Germany. I definitely 
introduce this course to other friends interesting in working in Germany  

• … the course was helpful for my skills. However, it was very discouraging for non-
German, non-white, non-men people. The instructor was very clear in saying that in 
Germany, professors hire professors, and professors all think "they are perfect, and 
have an idea of what they want in a person, especially, that that person look like 
them" (his words, not mine). He said that that would never change so not to expect it 
to, and that the discrimination was just going to be that way. I'm not sure I would 
recommend this course because of these comments, and the fact that he said all 
science not done in France, Germany, Scandinavia, English-speaking countries and 
sometimes Japan, would not be considered for a professorship because they were 
not (according to what professors in Germany would think) in the category of 
"research in good standing". Many people were alienated by these comments, 
including myself, especially because he said it would never change so there is nothing 
to be done about it.  

• … I recommend this workshop for all PhD student to be aware of the system offered 
here in Germany  

• I would recommend the course to get an overview on the possibilities of academic 
careers in Germany  

• It didn't improve any particular skill. Mostly present the reality behind having a career in 
science in Germany. I would recommend it to people that have that particular aspiration, if 
they have the patience to hear several strong opinions on themes like gender equality or 
discrimination  

• It was helpful for those who are not German and want to know how to pursue their career 
in Germany  

• it helps  

Did the trainer take sufficient time / opportunities for questions and discussions?


• 8x yes  
• … he has done perfectly and with the highest enthusiasm !  
• …, although he didn't have too much input in some concerns regarding improving the 

current system  
• …, there was a great discussion and many questions answered  
• …, absolutely  
• …, I think so  
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Which parts of the course were especially good (and why)?


• It became very clear what is most important, when you plan a research career in 
academia.  

• possible to ask questions, very nice overview on academic career paths in Germany with 
tips and inside knowledge  

• In fact, all part are important and good.  
• It portrayed the dynamic behind the research career system in Germany, it was honest on 

what it takes to make it in such competitive scenario  
• The discussion part  
• Very elaborate information about what to put on an application to be a junior professor, 

tenure professor or lifetime professor and how to maximize salary from this.  
• The list for: Necessary achievements for researchers. It gives a good guideline to fulfill/

develop skills before applying to professorship.  
• the part of what we need for applying professorship  

Which parts of the workshop were not so good / not so fitting / not well enough 
presented? 


• Sometimes it was a little bit to detailed, e.g. information regarding the written application. 
I guess that is information you need at a later stage.  

• academic careers outside Germany were only partly covered  
• I do not think so  
• For a foreign non-EU woman, it was demoralizing, especially to hear him say "we don't 

believe that good science can come outside Europe, US maybe China" "Not because 
you are foreign means you bring something useful for us" "We are still conservative, if you 
have kids, as a woman you would face issues in your research group" and so on....  

• it was scheduled n online job-search, but there was no time for that.  
• As described in question 4, the lecturer acknowledged full discrimination in the German 

system, but then seemed to go a bit too far in discrediting the work people have done 
(papers, research, planned stays in other labs abroad) if they were not "north-Western 
world" labs. This may be the situation in Germany, but honestly, the constant repetition of 
"white male professors in Germany will never change, so just accept it", was horrifying. 
We tried to ask if there were institutions where people of different backgrounds or 
genders could apply in an anonymous way to avoid this implicit bias and he had no 
resources or suggestions for this. Though the resources were good, I think most of us left 
the workshop thinking we should apply in less discriminatory countries, which I think was 
not the intention. It would be nice also to be engaged in changing the system now, or to 
know how to begin to change the system (petition the Research Ministry? petition our 
local universities to have gender- and race-blind applications for professorships until we 
got to the papers/presentations) but it seemed like this person was condoning the current 
system and saying there was nothing for us. Many brilliant, diverse scientists I think will 
apply to work in other countries because of this, instead of trying to help to make 
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Germany better, and contributing enormous amounts to the university system and 
sciences. This was extremely disappointing.  

• Writing and marketing profile/CV.  
• not too much  

Do you have other suggestions for a future course? 


• academic career paths outside Germany, maybe as a separate course(day)  

• As a workshop for an international program (IMPRS), better direction on our possibilities 
in this field in Germany or among the scientific community. And, if the odds are the ones 
he presented, what are really our options?  

• I think maybe stressing to another lecturer, or even the same person, that this was not an 
appropriate way to approach matters of discrimination in Germany, and that there should 
be an integration into the lecture of some expectation that Germany will change, and how 
we can get on top of this. We would like to know what we can do to help. We will be 
applying to be professors in 15 years, so there is time to make a contribution. I am 
personally afraid of a country that is so white- and male-leader tolerant that they say 
things will never change. Situations can always change, and it's about exposing people 
who are currently in power to the brilliant diverse students who will be the future of 
professorships. Maybe this would have been a good suggestions. Instead, we came out 
of this seminar thinking about other countries to apply to, so maybe even, it reinforced 
the fact that Germany won't change, when all of the diverse minds go somewhere else.  

• How to write CV and academic profile. (Templates for Posdoc applications).  
• maybe related courses are planned continuously that might helpful for us to understand 

more 
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